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ABSTRACT. We give a sufficient condition in order that a harmonic map from

a compact Kahler manifold with negative first Chern class to a compact hy-

perbolic Riemann surface be ± holomorphic. The above condition generalizes

that of Eells and Wood concerning harmonic maps between Riemann surfaces.

As a corollary we get a generalization of Kneser's theorem.

1. Introduction. It is an interesting problem to find out the condition which

implies the holomorphicity of harmonic maps between Kahler manifolds. In fact,

Lichnerowicz has proved that holomorphic maps between Kahler manifolds are

harmonic with respect to the Kahler metrics [6]. Conversely the following facts are

known.

(A) (Eells and Wood [4]) Let X and Y be compact Riemann surfaces and / a

harmonic map from X to Y with respect to some Kahler metrics. If / satisfies the

following condition then / is ± holomorphic (i.e. holomorphic or anti-holomorphic):

(*) e(X) + |deg(/)-C(T)|>0

where e{X) and e{Y) are the Euler numbers of X and Y respectively and deg(/)

is the degree of the map /: X —> Y.

(B) (Siu [7]) Let M and TV be compact Kahler manifolds and assume that N has

strongly negative curvature in the sense of Siu. Let / be a harmonic map from M

to N with respect to the Kahler metrics. If there is a point in M where the rank

of df is greater than or equal to four, then / is ± holomorphic.

In this paper, we shall prove the following

THEOREM 1. Let M be an m-dimensional compact Kahler manifold with nega-

tive first Chern class, N a compact hyperbolic Riemann surface {i.e. closed Riemann

surface with the metric of constant negative curvature), and f a harmonic map from

M to N. If f satisfies

m ■ |rci(/V) ■ c1{M)m-1[M}\ > |Cl(M)m[M]|,

then f is ± holomorphic.

This may be considered as a generalization of the above result (A) of Eells and

Wood. Result (B) of Siu cannot be applied directly to the above case, but a lemma

in [8] and [9] is used in the course of proof of Theorem 1.
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As a corollary of Theorem 1, we can obtain the following

THEOREM 2. Let M and N be as in Theorem 1. For any continuous map f

from M to N, we get the inequality

|rci(7V)-ci(M)m-1[M]|<m-|ci(M)m[M]|.

This may be considered as a generalization of Kneser's theorem [4].

The author wishes to express deep appreciation to Professor Akio Hattori for his

advice and continuous encouragement.

2. Review of holomorphic vector bundles. In this section, we recall the

definitions and fundamental properties of semistable vector bundles and Einstein-

Hermitian vector bundles. The details can be found in [5].

Let M be an m-dimensional compact Kahler manifold and $ the Kahler form

on M.

DEFINITION (2.1). A holomorphic vector bundle E over M is called a $-

semistable vector bundle if and only if for any coherent subsheaf S satisfying 0 <

rank S < rank Tí, the following condition is satisfied:

f    £lÍÍlA^m-!<   f     d(E)   A$m^
JM rank S JM rank E

We call {E, h, V) a Hermitian vector bundle if Tí is a holomorphic vector bundle

over M with a Hermitian metric h and a Hermitian connection V.

DEFINITION (2.2). A Hermitian vector bundle {E,h,V) over M is called an

Einstein-Hermitian vector bundle if and only if K = <f> ■ Ie where K is the Ricci

curvature of {E, h, V) (i.e. the trace of the curvature with respect to the Kahler

metric on M), 0 is a function on M, and Ie is the identity bundle isomorphism of

E.

We shall use the following lemma in the proof of Theorem 1.

LEMMA (2.3). (1) Every holomorphic line bundle with any Hermitian metric

becomes an Einstein-Hermitian vector bundle.

(2) The tensor product of any two Einstein-Hermitian vector bundles is also an

Einstein-Hermitian vector bundle.

(3) The dual bundle of an Einstein-Hermitian vector bundle is also an Einstein-

Hermitian vector bundle.

(4) Every Einstein-Hermitian vector bundle is a <S>-semistable vector bundle.

(5) Let (M, 4>) be an Einstein-Kahler manifold. Then the tangent bundle TM

of M with the Einstein-Kahler metric is an Einstein-Hermitian vector bundle on

(M,<P).

REMARK (2.4). If M is a compact Kahler manifold with negative first Chern

class, then there is a unique Einstein-Kähler metric on M up to a constant multiple

[10]. By Lemma (2.3) (5) the tangent bundle TM of M is $-semistable where $ is

the Kahler form of the Einstein-Kähler metric.

3. Proof of Theorem 1. Let M and N be Kahler manifolds, and / a smooth

map from M to A''. We decompose the complexified differential dc f : TM ®r C —»

TN ®r C of / as follows:

<)f_:   T'M^T'N, d£:   T"M^T'N,
df:  T'M^VN.        df:  T"M^T"N,
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where T'M and T'N are the holomorphic tangent bundles of M and N respec-

tively, and T"M and T"N are the antiholomorphic tangent bundles of M and N

respectively.

We denote by Om the sheaf of holomorphic functions on M, and by Om{E) the

sheaf of holomorphic cross sections of the holomorphic vector bundle E over M.

We recall the following fact due to Siu [8, 9].

LEMMA (3.1). Let M be a compct Kahler manifold, N a hyperbolic Riemann

surface, and f a harmonic map from M to N with respect to the Kahler metrics.

Then the pullback of the tangent bundle of N by f becomes a holomorphic line bun-

dle, and moreover, df is a holomorphic cross section of the tensor product bundle

T'M ® f*TN, where we identify TM and TN with T'M and T'N respectively.

PROOF OF THEOREM 1. By Lemma (3.1), df is a holomorphic cross section

of the bundle T*M ® f*TN. If / is not antiholomorphic, then df is not identically

zero on any subset of M. Therefore the CW-subsheaf T of Om{T*M ® f'TN)

generated by df is isomorphic to Om , so in particular T is a coherent subsheaf of

0M{T*M ® f*TN). By Remark (2.4) and Lemma (2.3)(3), T*M is an Einstein-

Hermitian vector bundle with respect to the Einstein-Kähler metric on M. On the

other hand, since f*TN is a holomorphic line bundle, it is an Einstein-Hermitian

vector bundle with respect to any Kahler metric on M by Lemma (2.3)(1). By

Lemma (2.3)(2) and (4), T*M <g> f*TN is a 4>-semistable vector bundle where $

is the Kahler form of the Einstein-Kähler metric. Applying the condition in the

definition of ^-semistable vector bundle to T C Om{T*M ® f*TN), we obtain

(3.2) 0 < {m ■ f*Cl{N) - ci(M)} • {-c^M)}^1^},

since c\{T*M ® f'TN) — m ■ f*ci{N) - cx{M) and <ï> represents the cohomology

class -ci(M).

Now we consider A^ in place of N, where N is the Riemann surface with oppo-

site complex structure on the underlying manifold of A''. Similarly, if / is not a

holomorphic map from M to A', we obtain

0 < {m ■ f*Cl{N) - Ci(M)} • hiJOr'M

= {-m ■ f*Cl{N) - Cl{M)} ■ {-Ci{M)}m-l\M}.

From (3.2) and (3.3), we obtain

m • \f*Ci(N) ■ Cl{M)m-l[M}\ < |ci(M)m[M]|.

On the other hand, by the assumption we have

m-|rci(A)-Cl(M)m-1[M]|>|Ci(M)m[M]|

which is a contradiction. Therefore / is ± holomorphic.

REMARK (3.4). We can give a slightly different, but essentially the same, proof of

(3.2). For any Einstein-Hermitian vector bundle {E, h, V), there exists a function p

on M such that {E,p-h, V) has Ricci curvature K satisfying the following condition

[5]:

K = c • {p ■ h),     where c =
2mp-JMc1(E)-V-
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In our case E = T*M ® f*TN and $ represents the cohomology class -ci(M),

therefore

2???7r
c = {-ci(M)^[M] •{m •rci(7V) -Cl(M)} • Kwr'M-

Proposition 3 in [1] asserts that if Tí has a nonzero holomorphic cross section then

c > 0. By the assumption, T*M <g> f*TN has a nonzero holomorphic cross section

¿3/, hence we obtain (3.2).

4.   The upper bound of the energy functional of holomorphic maps.

The energy of the smooth map / is defined as

E(f) = U   \\df\\2dvM,
¿ J M

where the norm ||d/|| is defined by the Kahler metrics on M and N, and dvM is

the Riemannian volume form on M. We shall prove the following

PROPOSITION (4.1). Let M be a Kahler manifold with the Ricci curvature

bounded from below by k/ diniR M for some negative constant k, N a Kahler mani-

fold with nonpositive sectional curvature and holomorphic sectional curvature bound-

ed from above by some negative constant K, and f a holomorphic map from M

to N. Then f satisfies the inequality

|fc|-vol(M)

E{f) -       2\K\      ■

PROOF. The well-known Bochner-Weitzenböck formula for harmonic maps (cf.

[2, 3]) states

ÍA|d/|2 = - \Vdf\2 + ^(RN{df{es),df{et))df{et),df{es))
1 s,t

-£<(RicM(es),ci/(es)>,

s

where {es} is an orthonormal basis of TM, RN is the Riemannian curvature tensor

of N (we adopt the usual convention for curvature tensor instead of Milnor's one,

so the above formula differs from the one in [2]), and RicM is the Ricci curvature

tensor of M. We integrate the above formula on M and obtain

(4.2)    0< [   \yi{RN{df{es),df{et))df{et),df{es))

- ¿2(df{R\cM{es),df{es))\ dvM.

In our case, we can choose an orthonormal basis {e¿} satisfying e2t — Je2i-\,

where J is the complex structure on M. From the definition of the holomorphic

sectional curvature, and the assumption of the proposition, we obtain

(RN{df{e2^1),df{e2l))df{e2l),df{e2l-i)) < K\\df{e2i-l)

(RN{df{e2l),df{e2l-i))df{e2l-i),df{e2l)) < Ti||ci/(e2,)||4
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By the assumption of the proposition, we have

(4.4) (RN{df{es),df{et))df{et),df{es)) < 0.

From (4.3) and (4.4), we derive

Y^{RN{df{es),df{et))df{et),df{es))
s,t

sEwMirs^iifl«.
s

By the assumption of the proposition, we have

(4.6) ]T<d/(RicM(es)), df{es)) > ^JL—\\df\\'

From (4.2), (4.5) and (4.6), we obtain

0< / (|fc|-||ci/||2-|T,|.||rf/||4)^M.
Jm

Hence,

|fc|-   /    ||cí/H2tit,M>|TC-   /    \W\\4dvM
Jm Jm

2

(The second inequality is obtained by the use of the Schwarz inequality.)

Thus we have proved E{f) < \k\ ■ vol(M)/2|7f|.

5. Proof of Theorem 2. If / satisfies

m ■ \f*Cl{N) ■ c1{M)m-1[M}\ < \Cl{M)m[M\\,

then there is nothing to prove. So we assume that / satisfies

m ■ \fci{N) ■ cl{M)m-i\M}\ > |ci(M)m[M]|.

From a well-known theorem of Eells and Sampson [3], there is a harmonic map

in any homotopy class of maps from M to N. Therefore we may assume that /

is a harmonic map. We apply Theorem 1 to the above map /, showing that / is

± holomorphic. Without loss of generality, we can assume that / is holomorphic.

Then from Proposition (4.1), we obtain

|fc|-vol(M)
E{f) -      2.|tf|     •

If we choose a Kahler metric on N with constant sectional curvature equal to

— 1, then the Kahler form ui^ represents — ci{N), where we adopt the following

definition of the Kahler form:

u = ^-— • g\ß dxx A dzß,    where g\ß is the Kahler metric tensor.

Now, it is easy to see that

¿•irci(AoCi(Mr-MM]| = ^7i(/),
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where the Kahler metric on M is chosen as the one whose Kahler form represents

—ci(M). The Ricci curvature of M is equal to —1 times the metric tensor, and the

volume of M is equal to {2it)m /m\ • |ci(M)m[M]|. Hence we obtain

l/'d^ciiMr-^M]! < m • |ci(M)m[M]|.
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